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A response to the Voice of Young Science
Our last circular ‘Homeopathy Action Alert’, sent out in response to the Voice of
Young Science network’s attack on homeopathy, has triggered an overwhelmingly
positive response. Of the many letters sent we thought we’d share this particularly
compelling response to the WHO from Dr Cyril Smith:
“It has been brought to my attention that homoeopathy has again come under
attack and that the WHO has acquired a complicity in this. I have been in research
for 60 years and over the past 35 years have investigated the interactions of electric
and magnetic fields and radiation with living systems and water. In 1982, I
commenced an involvement with patients who had become sensitive to their
electromagnetic environment. It quickly became clear that the relevant parameter
was frequency. This work was presented at the “Man and His Environment in
Health and Disease” Annual Symposia in Dallas TX . 1986-1994, 1997, 2000, 2005
& 2007.
Study of the physics of water1 led to a basis in physics for homoeopathy2 and
acupuncture. In brief, one is looking at the properties of coherent systems within
which frequency has become a fractal quantity thereby linking the chemical to the
technical to the biological bands of frequency, all of which interact. The coherence
of a frequency in water can be of the order of parts per million. If there was not a
duality between chemicals and frequency, spectroscopic analysis would be
impossible. It is coherence and fractality that inter-links these frequency bands.
The study of imprinting and erasing frequencies in water led to the realisation that a
homoeopathic potency is a pattern of frequencies initially determined by the
frequency signature of a chemical H-bonded to water but, thereafter the processes
of potentisation develop a frequency pattern irrespective of whether any chemical
remains2. A pharmaceutical can have a homoeopathic activity as well as a
chemical one. Last month, I presented a physical basis for the measurement of
these frequencies3.
Each acupuncture meridian has a characteristic frequency which can indicate
stress on a body organ or system. Therapeutic frequencies come from ‘needling’
acupuncture points or a homoeopathic potency with the appropriate frequency
pattern. Frequencies in the electromagnetic environment can have a homoeopathic
activity generating homoeopathic “proving symptoms” in healthy persons so
exposed. These ‘alternative’ therapies can operate on body systems which are in a
state of mathematical chaos between health and disease and from which it is
mathematically impossible to do a double-blind trial even under identical initial
conditions4. A criticism which is often levelled against homoeopathy.
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Cyril W. Smith, PhD”.
We apologise for the mistakes in the letter included in the last circular. Although it
wasn’t written by us we should have checked it.

Nobel Prize winner investigates high dilutions
Professor Luc Montagnier, who was awarded the Nobel Prize for AIDs research has
investigated the electromagnetic properties of high dilutions of DNA from pathogenic
bacteria and viruses. To read more click here.

Homeopathy and depression
A new study on the treatment of depression with homeopathy was published by eCAM
(the online journal published by Oxford University Press). The researchers note that the
study had limitations besides the lack of a placebo control, such as dependence on a
single homeopathic practitioner, a relatively small sample and a short period of
treatment - the acute phase of depression, but they point out that in spite of its
limitations, it illustrates the feasibility of randomized controlled double-blind trials of
homeopathy for depression. The full text is available free - click here.

Camexpo 2009
DON’T MISS OUT ON YOUR £5 TICKET TO CAMEXPO – THERE’S STILL TIME TO BOOK!
Established over seven years ago to meet the needs of the entire complementary
healthcare industry, Camexpo influences, inspires and brings together the whole CAM
community like no other event. Now the UK’s biggest trade and professional show - no
other UK show boasts such a comprehensive array of CAM products and services or
provides you with as many networking and training opportunities.
The show’s 150 exhibitors include representatives from all the major associations and
many leading educational organisations, along with the industry’s top suppliers and
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manufacturers. Therapists wishing to invest in their professional development can
choose from a multitude of CPPD accredited Taster Workshops and FREE Keynote
Seminars. Don’t miss Dr Robert Verkerk, Jan de Vries, Dr Rosy Daniel, Patrick Holford,
Dr Marilyn Glenville, and Dr Mark Atkinson, plus a whole host more. For further
information about camexpo please visit their website www.camexpo.co.uk.
Taking place over two action-packed days on 24-25 October at Earls Court,
London, Homeopathy: Medicine for the 21stCentury members who book their ticket to
Camexpo before 24 September pay just £5! Quote: camex117 (£18 on the door.) To
register, please call 01923 690696 or visit www.camexpo.co.uk
And if you make use of this offer, what about donating the difference to our
campaign? You can do so right now by using the Paypal link below. Thank you!

PLEASE DONATE TO OUR CAMPAIGN
If every one of you on this list (over 6,000 people) gives just one pound,
we could be much more active and promote the campaign more prominently.

Please donate now - every £ helps!!
Click here and you will be taken to Paypal

You do not need to have a PayPal account; scroll down the PayPal page
and on your left you will find how to pay by debit or credit card.
And if you are a UK taxpayer, don't forget to send us the Gift Aid Form,
which you can download here.
Or get together with a few friends or patients, collect a donation from each and send us
a cheque (made out to H:MC21) to

H:MC21
The Old Farmhouse
Filgrave, Bucks MK16 9ET
Thanks a lot!
That's it for this month.

Once again, a big thank you for all your support and your enthusiastic emails.
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